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Abstract. Individualized virtual agents can enhance the user’s percep-
tion of a virtual scenario. However, most systems only provide customiza-
tion for visual features of the characters. In this paper, we describe an
approach to individualizing the non-verbal behavior of virtual agents.
To this end, we present a software framework which is able to visual-
ize individualized non-verbal behavior. For demonstration purposes, we
designed four behavioral profiles that simulate prototypical behaviors
for differences in personality and gender. These were then tested in an
evaluation study.

1 Introduction and Motivation

Virtual simulations of social behavior can help visualize and analyze theoreti-
cal findings and assumptions in various sociological domains. However, software
tools which provide such features often lack the flexibility and adaptability the
researchers require. This shortcoming can also be observed in modern computer
games where interactions between game characters follow a repetitive and pre-
dictable pattern which often leads to player immersion loss. For example, even
though most MMORPGs (Massive Multiplayer Online Role Playing Games)
allow the player to customize his or her character, this customization is only
aesthetical, like clothing or hair style (Figure 1). The customization of behav-
ioral characteristics, such as how the character gazes, how fast it gesticulates or
what position and orientation it adopts during an interaction, is usually ignored.

Fig. 1. The character customization tool in CCP’s computer game “EVE Online”1

1 http://www.eveonline.com/pressreleases/default.asp?pressReleaseID=69
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A solution to this problem is intelligent parametrization of the agents and the
interactions. Using this approach, a designer can give each agent a set of specific
parameters defining different aspects of its behavior, such as gazing techniques,
positions during an interaction or gesture execution. These agents would then
form realistic and diverse virtual environments.

The software framework Advanced Agent Animation (AAA) [1] is an imple-
mentation of the above mentioned approach. This framework is able to compute
complex yet customizable interactions between virtual agents. This is done with
the help of a powerful action parametrization system which covers all important
aspects of an interaction: body location, body orientation, gestures, gazing and
movement.

An evaluation study has also been conducted to offer some insight into the
way people perceive differences in non-verbal behavior. The study investigated
how well humans notice the individualized behavior of the virtual agents and
whether they are able to recognize the different characteristics of non-verbal
behavior the virtual agents simulate.

2 Related Work

There are a number of commercial software applications that can be used to
simulate social behavior, however, most of them rely on explicit user input. For
example, computer games, such as Second Life2, can be used to visualize agent
interaction but the positioning and orientation of the agents requires contin-
uous user input. Pedica argues in [24] that making users think about how to
coordinate their virtual bodies every time they engage in a social interaction re-
quires too much micromanagement. These actions should happen automatically
without the user having to think about it. Automated generation of nonverbal
behavior during agent interaction was first proposed in BodyChat [30]. Agents
reacted to world events according to a preprogrammed rule set without the
need for input from the user. The automated behavior consisted of conversa-
tional cues which could then be mapped to gaze actions and facial expressions.
An improvement to BodyChat was the Spark system [29] with its incorporated
BEAT engine [5]. It automated not only discourse related cues but also agent
interaction related cues. Another system, Demeanour, presented by Gilles [8],
was able to generate reactions in form of postures. Demeanour also provided
means to customize the reaction generation by allowing the user to define avatar
profiles which consisted of a set of parameters that described the avatar’s atti-
tude, friendliness or situational behavior. Both Spark and Demeanour lack an
automated avatar positioning and orientation system, making either the user or
the designer decide what position and orientation the avatars take during an
interaction.

Systems like Spark or Demeanour do not actually deal with the existence of
interactions between agents, they assume that these are happening and proceed

2 http://www.secondlife.com

http://www.secondlife.com
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with their computations based on this assumption. Pedica proposes, with the sys-
tem CADIA Populus [24], a complex tool for simulating agent interactions. The
virtual agents are able to move freely through a scene and interact with each
other. The interactions in CADIA are defined as formations of virtual agents
based on strong theoretical fundaments [13, 27, 10]. However, it lacks an anima-
tion system and a more realistic locomotion system, and the degree to which the
generated behavior in CADIA can be customized is also unknown.

An approach to generating custom animations is presented by Neff and Kipp
[21]. They describe a process in which gestures are first identified and anno-
tated within a video corpus and are then passed to a gesture generation system.
This process is able to generate unique gestures which can then be used to an-
imate individualized virtual agents. However, the process is very complex and
the annotation phase requires intensive user involvement and the availability of
an appropriate video corpus. Pelachaud [25] presented a system for simulating
behavior expressivity on the virtual agent Greta. The system uses a markup lan-
guage, called APML (Affective Presentation Markup Language), to define the
dialog and behavior the agents should execute. The APML also allows to control
the expressivity [12] of the displayed animations.

A further notable example of animation customization is described by Chi et
al. [6] in form of EMOTE. EMOTE is able to customize the execution of gestures
by using the Laban [15] principles of Effort and Shape to alter the expressiveness
of a gesture. This is done by varying the properties of the kinematic and spatial
curve of specific keyframed actions. EMOTE can be described as a filter for
animations as it can be applied to existing animations to alter their expressivity
characteristics.

3 Individualizing Non-verbal Behavior

This paper focuses on the software framework for visualizing agent interactions
Advanced Agent Animation (AAA) [1]. The framework automatically generates
low-level behavior of virtual agents, such as moving their legs while walking or
body positioning during an interaction, whereas the user or external systems are
able to control the high-level behavior, such as which agent should interact with
which agent or what gesture should an agent perform. The true power of the
framework lies in its ability to customize most of the details of the simulation,
from the stubbornness with which a virtual agent defends its personal space to
the duration of the gazes the virtual agents throw each other. This is done with
the help of action parametrization. Figure 2 shows a typical interaction in AAA
featuring several virtual agents.

This section will describe the framework by presenting its four main features:
formations, animations, gazing and movement. The focus will lie on the individ-
ualization parameters and how a designer can use them to create unique virtual
agents that simulate specific characteristics of non-verbal behavior.
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Fig. 2. The application Advanced Agent Animation (AAA) [1] showing an interaction
between virtual agents

3.1 Formation System

The system uses F-formations [13] (Figure 3) to represent inter-agent interac-
tions. Two or more agents can join together to form a formation. When joining
a formation, a new agent automatically chooses a position inside the formation’s
p-space and orients itself so that its transactional segment intersects the trans-
actional segments of the other members and the o-space of the formation. The
transactional segment of an agent is the space in front of the agent where it con-
ducts an activity, such as eating or gesticulating. Every member of a formation
will try to satisfy its own preferences for interpersonal distance and orientation.

The positioning and orienting of an agent during an interaction happens au-
tomatically. This low-level behavior can be customized by altering an agent’s
parameters for interpersonal distances, willpower, deviation from the default
orientation, and preferred formation type.

– Interpersonal distance: The distance between two agents is determined by
the minIPDistance and maxIPDistance parameters of the two agents. Both
agents will try to satisfy their two constraints on interpersonal distance dur-
ing an interaction (Figure 4). For any two agents A and B which are part
of the same formation, if A is closer to B then B’s minIPDistance, B will
move backwards until its minimal distance constraint is no longer violated.
On the other hand, if A is further away from B then B’s maxIPDistance, B
will move towards A until the distance between them is smaller or equal its
maximal distance constraint value.

– Willpower : If a conflict between two agents’ preferences regarding interper-
sonal distance arises, the willpower parameter will define which agent will
impose its constraints harder. The larger the willpower of an agent, the less
inclined the agent will be to settle for a distance that does not satisfy its
constraints.
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Fig. 3. The left structure represents Kendon’s F-Formation [13] whereas the structures
on the right represent the formation types for a pair of interlocutors described by Ciolek
and Kendon [7]

– Deviation: This parameter will modify the body orientation of an agent
during an interaction by deviating it from a normal state (Figure 4). The
normal state of the body orientation is determined by the formation type.
For instance, in an F-formation, the normal orientation of an agent is towards
the center (o-space) of the formation. In this case, a 180 deviation will result
in an agent that keeps its back to the formation center.

Fig. 4. The two screenshots on the left show the same agent formation but with varying
interpersonal distance parameters whereas the screenshots on the right show varying
deviation parameters

– Preferred formation: The preferred formation type controls which type of for-
mation an agent will choose when engaging with another agent. The system
uses Kendon’s F-formation system [13] but can also reproduce the formation
shapes described by Ciolek and Kendon [7]. Figure 3 shows illustrations for
each formation type. For instance, if an agent A has a preferred formation
type I, when an agent B engages in an interaction with A, they will go to
an I-shaped (side-by-side) arrangement.

3.2 Animation System

The animation management system uses a powerful animation blending sys-
tem which is able to realistically start the playback of an animation even if
other animations are already being rendered on the agent. To achieve this, each
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animation is split into three phases: preparation, stroke and retraction [18]. The
animation system also implements the action parametrization logic which en-
ables the individualization of the expressivity [12] of every animation playback
with the help of several parameters:

– Fluidity: Changing the length of the internal phases of an animation results
in changes in the speed and softness of the transition from and to the anima-
tion. If an animation has a short preparation, then the blend-in phase will
be shorter and sharper. The same principle applies for the retraction and the
animation’s blend-out phase. A short preparation and retraction also means
that the stroke phase is longer and thus the phase that remains “untouched”
is longer.

– Stroke repetitions : Each animation usually performs its stroke phase once.
However, for animations such as beat gestures, it is very helpful to a designer
to be able to specify how many times the stroke should be performed by the
agent. This can be done with the help of the strokeRepetition parameter.

– Playback speed : Different individuals perform gestures with different speeds.
This variation depends on many factors such as mood, age, gender, culture,
and others. The systems allows the customization of the playback speed
through the speed parameter. This controls the amount of animation frames
the system performs for every application frame.

Fig. 5. Two screenshots showing the same animation playback, once with normal spa-
tial extent and once with a lower spatial extent

– Spatial extent : The appearance of a gesture can vary with its spatial extent.
High spatial extent means that the shape the gesture “draws” in the air will
be large whereas a low spatial extent value correlates with small shapes. For
instance, a “come here” gesture with a high spatial extent value would be
performed with the hand at shoulder height and the arm far away from the
body. However, the same gesture but with a lower spatial extent would result
in the hand being lower and closer to the body (Figure 5).

3.3 Movement System

Agents are part of a virtual scene in which they are able to move freely. The
agents can also orient themselves to face specific objects or coordinates. Each
movement action can be customized with the help of the following parameters:
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– Walking speed : This parameter defines the speed with which an agent will
traverse the distance between its current position and the target position.

– Movement animation: Each movement can have an animation which the
system will perform while the movement is active. For instance, a walking
animation should be performed during a slow locomotion whereas a fast
locomotion would require a running animation.

3.4 Gazing System

The gazing system enables virtual agents to move their heads and eyes to gaze
towards specific targets such as objects or other agents. Certain events auto-
matically trigger gazing actions. For example, when a member of a formation
speaks, the other members will gaze towards it. The user or external systems
can also request gazing actions. All gazing actions can be customized with the
help of the following parameters:

– Gazing speed : The gazing speed defines how fast an agent transitions from
one gaze target to another. This parameter can be used to simulate certain
emotions and moods of the agents, such as boredom or stress.

– Gaze duration: A gaze action is not a permanent state, humans use it most
often as a reflex to observing something interesting and passes as soon as the
individual looses interest in the target or another point of interest appears.
The duration of gazing actions of a virtual agent can be customized with the
gaze duration parameter. This parameter specifies how much time it has to
pass until a gaze target expires. When this happens, the agent goes back to
an older valid gaze target.

3.5 Customization Examples

The customization features presented in the previous sections can be used to
simulate various agent characteristics. This section will present two dimensions
of non-verbal behavior variations and how a designer can use the parameters
of the framework to simulate them in virtual agents. For each dimension, we
will also present a parameter profile represented by a table which provides a
mapping of various theoretical findings to the customization parameters of the
framework. The parameter profiles only focus on the parameters for which ap-
propriate literature has been found.

3.5.1 Personality Differences. The personality of humans has a great im-
pact on their behavior when interacting with other people. Based on the tax-
onomy of personality attributes presented by Norman [22], we will now try
to present some theoretical findings regarding this observation. Argyle [3] and
North [23] have postulated that the spatial behavior is different for introverts
and extraverts with extraverts adopting closer distances during interactions. In
addition to this, several studies show that extraversion correlates with higher
spatial extent values when executing gestures [14,16,26]. The gesture execution
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Table 1. Example of parameter profiles for introversion and extraversion

Parameter Introversion Extraversion Reference

minIPDistance high low [3,23]

maxIPDistance high low [3,23]

gesture speed low high [16,4]

gesture spatial extent low high [14,16,26]

gesture fluidity low high [16,26,28]

gaze duration low high [19]

speed also tends to be higher for extraverts [16, 4] making their gestures look
more powerful. Studies have also shown that introversion negatively correlates
with gestural smoothness or fluidity [16, 26, 28]. In the domain of oculesics, it
has been found that extraverts use more eye contact [19] which correlates with
higher values for the gaze duration parameter. Table 1 shows an example of how
the parameters can be used to simulate introversion and extraversion.

Table 2. Example of parameter profiles for male and female agents

Parameter Female Male Reference

minIPDistance low high [11]

maxIPDistance low high [11]

willpower high low [2]

deviation low normal [9,11]

preferred formation F,H,V,N all [9,11]

gesture spatial extent low high [11]

gaze duration high low [9,11,17,20]

3.5.2 Gender Differences. A number of studies have shown that differences
in non-verbal behavior exist between men and women. Hall [11] describes how
women interact at closer distances than men. For us, this translates to smaller
IPdistance values. Another interesting fact is that in mixed-sex interactions, the
men also employ the close interpersonal distances that are typical for women
[2]. We can simulate this with the willpower parameter. Other studies show
that women are also more likely to adopt face to face orientations during an
interaction [9, 11]. The way humans execute gestures has also been found to
vary between genders. Studies have shown that men tend to use larger spatial
extent values when executing gestures [11]. Women also tend to gaze more during
interactions [9, 11, 17, 20] which we can interpret as a larger value for the gaze
duration parameter. Similar to the parameter profile presented in the previous
section, Table 2 shows the parameter profile for the gender differences.

4 Evaluation Study

In order to evaluate the framework’s customization features, we conducted a
study in which we investigated how users perceive different parameter profiles.
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To this end, we implemented the previously described parameter profiles for the
dimensions gender and personality into a series of scenarios which were then
integrated into an evaluation study.

4.1 Study Setup

We analyzed the dimensions presented in the previous section: personality and
gender. The personality dimension was featured with the values: introversion
and extraversion; the gender dimension with female and male.

The study consisted of two videos for each dimension and one introduction
video meant to familiarize the participant with the study. Every video showed
an interaction between virtual agents. The two videos for a dimension showed
identical interaction compositions and differed only through the usage of the
customization parameters which were chosen based on the tables presented in
Section 3. For each video, the participant had to grade the perceived behavior
of the virtual agents relative to a dimension represented on a seven point scale,
with the two dimension values on either side of the scale (Figure 6). Participants
also had the possibility to leave a comment after each video. The study was
conducted online and no restrictions for participation had been implemented.

Fig. 6. A question from the online evaluation study

4.2 Results

For our analysis, we used two two sided t-tests, one for each dimension. A total
of 133 participants (7 female and 126 male) took part in the study. They ranged
in age from 14 to 49, with an average of 22.03. As the study was held online and
offered both in German and English, the participants also varied in nationality. A
total of 29 nationalities have been recorded with the majority of the participants
being of western culture.

Table 3 shows the mean and median value for each video and the p-value for
each dimension. The tests yielded promising results. The p value (p < 0.001) of
the personality test suggests that the participants generally recognized the simu-
lated personality correctly. In case of the gender dimension, the results were also
significant (p = 0.03). Furthermore, the average values, 4.03 for the video with
simulated female behavior and 4.56 for the one with simulated male behavior,
show that the video with simulated female behavior was in fact perceived as
more female. However, a slight tendency towards the male-end of the scale can
be observed.
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Table 3. Results of the survey showing the average and the p values of each dimension.
The values ranged from 1 to 7, where 1 represents most introverted or female, and 7
represents most extroverted or male.

Personality Gender

Introversion Extraversion Female Male

mean 2.41 5.96 4.03 4.56

median 2 6 4 5

p <0.001 0.03

Overall, we observed that the perception was influenced by the appearance
of the virtual agents. This effect was visible in the gender test, where, due to
the male appearance of the virtual agents in both videos, the results show a
tendency towards the male-end of the scale. Interestingly, the personality test
did not show signs of such an influence. An explanation for this is that personality
is appearance independent, as all types of people are affected by personality in
the same way.

The evaluation showed that individualizing the non-verbal behavior of a vir-
tual agent does in fact result in an altered perception of the simulated interaction
and that users are likely to recognize simulated characteristics of non-verbal be-
havior in virtual agents.

5 Conclusion

The scope of this paper was to present an approach to individualizing interactions
between virtual agents. To this end, we presented a software framework which is
able to compute and visualize non-verbal behavior of virtual agents. The main
strength of the framework is the flexibility of the behavior generation systems
which allows a high level of behavior individualization. This allows designers to
generate complex scenes populated by agents that behave in an unique way.

We presented four different usages of the individualization features which sim-
ulated two dimensions of non-verbal behavior variation: personality and gender.
We then proceeded to test these in a perception study which yielded positive
results regarding the ability of the participants to perceive the simulated char-
acteristics of the non-verbal behavior.

A possible topic for future work would be to investigate how other dimensions
can be simulated with the individualization parameters of the framework. It
would also be interesting to analyze the degree to which each parameter of a
profile influences the perception of the non-verbal behavior. We can conclude
that individualizing the non-verbal behavior of virtual agents can be perceived
by users and, if employed, can help designers better simulate agents and agent
interactions. It is also plausible that such features would support user immersion
in video games by giving users the opportunity to create avatars with which they
can identify themselves more easily. However, our results have also shown that
individualizing the non-verbal behavior should not replace the customization of
the agents’ appearance, but should be rather used to complement it.
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